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Partnership Finance in Production with Surecomp's allFAC - 01 Feb 10
East Sussex-based Partnership Finance, an independent provider of working capital for the
small and medium sized business sector, is in production with the application service
provider (ASP) version of Surecomp's allFAC receivables management solution.
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allFAC enables users to optimise business processing, increase productivity, and satisfy
compliance and risk management requirements. allFAC also empowers users to provide
superior customer service and drive growth through the use of advanced workflow and
business automation tools.
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Update your knowledge with our regulatory update
editorial focus.
Read an editor's choice article on key challenges
for treasury.
Discover up-to-date information on the global financial
markets with the Credit Crisis Timeline.
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Equipped with electronic data interchange (EDI) capabilities, allFAC offers a wide range of
automated business-processing functionality. Operable on any platform, allFAC enables
users to fully leverage their existing technology investment.
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"Partnership Finance is dedicated to delivering high-quality, flexible, and personal service
founded on a readiness to communicate openly with business owners and managers at all
times. To meet these important goals, we have invested heavily in our employees, providing
them with the right tools to get the job done quickly and with a minimum of fuss - while
always remembering that our top priority is our client," said Jim Beck, managing director of
Partnership Finance. "allFAC is one of our prime tools in helping us grow our business by
enabling us to offer a more personal level of service to our customers."
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Commentary
The Credit Crisis Timeline - 01 Feb 2010
This timeline provides a daily update on who's buying
whom, collapses within the global financial markets, as
well as national and international rescue plans.
Commentary
Regulatory Changes Accelerate in China - 21
Jan 2010
A number of significant regulatory changes are set to hit
Asian markets this year, and it looks as if China will have
retained its pre-eminent position in the region by the
time the dust settles.
Blog
The Treasury Insider
Part 11: A Treasurer's New Year Resolution 12 Jan 2010
This month, the gtnews Treasury Insider muses on
possible new year's resolutions for their department to
implement.
Commentary
2009: Treasury Management Under an
Economic Shadow - 22 Dec 2009
2009 has been a tough year for many in the financial
industry, as repercussions of events from the preceding
18 months continued to resonate throughout the year.
This commentary looks back over the most-read gtnews
content over the past year, with comment from industry
experts.
Special Report
The Launch of SDD: Easing the Transition - 16
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Dec 2009
The launch of SDD offers a range of challenges and
opportunities for banks and corporates before the
mandatory SEPA start date, now set for November 2010.
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